
Follow these 5 steps to master your next market research
study with "hard-to-reach" patients

How to Successfully
Engage Hard-To-Reach 

Patient Populations 
  

 
  This brief guide* will help transform your improbable patient recruit to realistic sample

feasibility, provide your HCP practices and their patients with a satisfying experience and reward
you with successful study outcomes.

  
* Guide applies to any project involving Low Patient Incidence, Narrow Indication, Orphan Drug,

Tapered Patient Type or Subsegment, Rare Disease or Highly Specialized Surgical Procedure 
 

This step falls under the classic "measure twice, cut
once" umbrella. As with any study, it's important to
accurately identify the target audience. In the case of
"difficult-to-reach" populations, where every qualified
patient is a rare fish in the ocean...it's imperative that
this be a best practice.

Clearly Define the
Patient Population01

Once you've clearly defined your narrow target
audience, work with a market research supplier that
specializes in and truly understands your challenge (can
look at the world though "your" glasses) and has
existing, proven, relevant solutions in place. This is the
wrong time to experiment with the "We Do Everything"
preferred supplier. Find panel providers that have the
ingenuity and resources to recruit and satisfy these
patients, and partner with a savvy vendor that has
developed innovative approaches (e.g., secure custom
portal) to fulfill your sample.    

Find a Specialist, not a
Generalist02

Tailor your portal for
 qualitative or

quantitative, domestic
or global  

Create a positive and
secure user experience -
Safe Harbor and HIPAA

compliant

A little TLC and "hand-
holding" - client

engagement and service -
goes a long way

Determine the Type of Study
for Your Custom Portal03

VS
Endure - You've experienced
the following conditions:

  
Unachievable or lack of sample
promised, resulting in shallow
results and analysis for
strategic decision support,
often accompanied by delayed
project turnaround and unmet
expectations.

  
Compromised personal goals
and aspirations.

Celebrate - You're equipped with
timely results and analysis which
fortify your brand strategy and
planning. 

  
You've exceeded expectations
and positioned the team for
success. 

  
Everyone benefits from a
rewarding project. You're  

 motivated to spread the word
internally and share the outcome
with your supplier. We All Win.

Reap the Benefits and
Spread the Word 04

Stay on the path. As mundane as it may seem, you want to treat this like exercise and
good health habits. Focus on this process and avoid distractions. Make this a best

practice and your mind and body will appreciate the dividends.

Condition Yourself - Repeat
Steps 1-4 for Every Project05

CLICK HERE for another interesting article on Hard-To-Reach Patient Populations

Bruno and Ridgway has been perfecting the craft of full-service primary market
research for over 45 years.  We've been experts in hard-to-reach patient studies longer
than most of our competitors have been in business. 
 
 
Contact Tom Kirwan for more information.
609-341-1901
www.brra.com
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